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Introduction
Think about the last time you cheered on a protagonist or found yourself immersed in a popular television series.
That’s storytelling at work. Storytelling is an incredible way to captivate an audience, especially during eLearning.
In this eBook, you’ll find a collection of pieces on using storytelling in eLearning—insight from industry thought
leaders, instructional designers and developers, Lectora® authoring tool users, and the Trivantis® team.

“Come then, and let us pass a leisure hour
in storytelling, and our story shall be the
education of our heroes.”
– Plato
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The Science and Strategy of Emotion
in Storytelling
Christie Wroten, Trivantis

Storytelling is a crucial part of human life. Through stories, we have the power to evoke emotions and to motivate.
These characteristics make storytelling the perfect format for delivering eLearning training—especially the
content that you want your learners to remember.
“A story is really—and storytelling is really—nothing more than what we have as a species done for thousands and
thousands of years,” says Rick Zanotti, master storyteller and president of RELATE. “We tell stories to each other.
We transfer and transmit knowledge from one to another. We also share stories with one another… We love to tell
stories as a people.” 1
Why are we so drawn to stories? They’re certainly entertaining, but let’s take a look at the science behind
storytelling and what that means for learning.
Paul J. Zak, Ph. D., and his lab were the first to discover that a neurochemical called oxytocin is a key trust and
cooperation signal in the brain. “Oxytocin is produced when we are trusted or shown a kindness, and it motivates
cooperation with others,” Zak explains. “It does this by enhancing the sense of empathy, our ability to experience
others’ emotions.” 2 And when employees have empathy, they’re able to understand others’ reactions, including
those of other coworkers or clients.
Here’s how this ties into storytelling: during tests, Zak’s lab found that character-driven stories do consistently
cause oxytocin synthesis.3 So by using storytelling in training, we can create that empathy in employees for
a specific work situation. For example, storytelling could be used to train a grocery store cashier—and create
empathy—on how to interact with an unhappy customer and why the cashier should care about the situation.

“No, no! The adventures first, explanations
take such a dreadful time.”
– Lewis Carroll

1

Rick Zanotti. “5 Secrets of eLearning Storytelling.” 25 July 2016.
http://community.trivantis.com/knowledge-base/5-secrets-elearning-storytelling/
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Paul J. Zak. “Why Your Brain Loves Good Storytelling.” Harvard Business Review. 27 July 2016.
https://hbr.org/2014/10/why-your-brain-loves-good-storytelling/
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Paul J. Zak. “How Stories Change the Brain.” Greater Good. 27 July 2016.

Zak recommends businesses take advantage of the power of storytelling. “These findings on the
neurobiology of storytelling are relevant to business settings. For example, my experiments show that
character-driven stories with emotional content result in a better understanding of the key points a
speaker wishes to make and enable better recall of these points weeks later.” 1 Using storytelling to
train cashiers will not only create empathy, but the cashier will remember more of the training while
back on the job.
This science matches up with Rick Zanotti’s number one secret to storytelling in eLearning: “Without
emotion, you have nothing. And that is the truth.” Not only are learners motivated and more likely to
cooperate and excel at work, but they’re also more likely to remember training material, says Zanotti.
“Something that triggers an emotion is something that you will remember.”

2

So next time you want to create empathy in employees—or another emotion that they’ll remember—try
telling a story.
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Paul J. Zak. “Why Your Brain Loves Good Storytelling.” Harvard Business Review. 27 July 2016.
https://hbr.org/2014/10/why-your-brain-loves-good-storytelling/
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Rick Zanotti. “5 Secrets of eLearning Storytelling.” 25 July 2016.
http://community.trivantis.com/knowledge-base/5-secrets-elearning-storytelling/

Using Branching to Put Your Learner
in the Driver’s Seat of the Story
Diane Elkins, Artisan E-Learning

Remember those choose-your-own-adventure books

Branching scenarios can seem intimidating, but they

you read as a child? You’d read a section of the story,

don’t need to be. The key is to plan out your goals and

and then YOU would get to pick what the character

logic first. Here are three big questions to ask yourself:

does next. If you want him to open the door, go to page
43. If you want him to keep walking, go to page 63.
Having choices made the book fun and exciting.
In eLearning, letting the learner make choices IS fun
and exciting, but it’s more than that. Most corporate
training is there to help people make real decisions on
the job. Do you approve this request or not? Do you
use this piece of equipment or that one? Do you say
what you want to say to that angry customer or what

Question 1: Do you want
to test your learners or let
them explore choices and
consequences?
Learners don’t do something just because a course

you should say?

tells them to. They have to really believe the “thing”

A simple multiple-choice question with feedback

good OR the bad option can be a great way to help

can meet this need. But if you want to truly immerse
your learners in the story (and into the real-world
consequences of their choices), you can set that up
with a branching scenario.

is worth doing. So letting a learner freely pick the
them explore consequences. Let them be rude to the
customer or approve the loan they shouldn’t. Let them
see what happens.
If you go this route, be clear in your instructions that
it isn’t a test and they can choose whatever answer
they want. And if you do want them to freely explore,
you might want to include navigation that lets them go
back at any point and try a different answer.
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With branching questions, the learners not only get
different feedback, but also get different follow-on
questions based on previous answers. For example, if
you are dealing with an angry customer, the situation
you are facing at any given moment is different based
on the choices you made up to that point.

Question 2: How many
choices will there be
per question?
If each question has three or more options, the number
of slides/paths/combinations can get cumbersome…
both for you as you are developing and to the learners

The customer would be very reasonable if you’ve
made good choices and would be stark, raving mad if
you’ve made bad choices. So it wouldn’t make sense
for the third question to be the same for everyone.
Really consider how the story would play out
in real life and make your paths similar to that.

as they are trying to navigate. Two choices per question
keeps it simple, but sometimes you’ll need more
than two choices to reflect the reality of the options
your learners have on the job. Do what you need to
do to meet your instructional goals. (But map it out
to see how complicated it gets before committing!)

Question 3: Do you need
branching feedback or
branching questions?
In a very simple branching scenario, each choice
provides different feedback, preferably with good
storytelling elements. After the feedback, the next
question is presented to everyone, regardless of
the previous answer. For example, perhaps a power
outage occurs and everyone has the same choices
about how to deal with the outage.

9

“There’s
always room
for a story
that can
transport
people to
another
place.”
– J.K. Rowling

Branching feedback

Branching questions

Once you have your key design decisions made, then

How might you incorporate dialog and imagery to

you have two main sets of tasks: the programmatic

make it all come to life? Choose-your-own-adventure

tasks and the storytelling tasks.

books were only as compelling as the story—you had
to WANT to know what happens next.

Programmatically, you might want to map out a
flow chart of the various questions, options, paths,

Then you bring the two together, adding your content

and opportunities to backtrack and try again. Then

to the course shell with all the logic set up.

you can set up the course shell with template slides,
buttons, and all the actions needed to make it work.

So gather up your most creative thinkers and
arm them with markers and sticky notes. Keep

From a storytelling perspective, now is when you

your instructional objectives at the center of your

look for how to make the scenario compelling. What

discussion, and then let your creativity go wild!

little details will really “sell” the scenario? How can
you make sure everything is realistic and doesn’t feel
canned or forced?

Download Diane’s Lectora branching scenario
example in the Trivantis Community
See the Example
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One Story Seven Ways
Stephanie Ivec, Trivantis
According to journalist and author Christopher Booker, there are only seven ways to tell a story. 1 These seven basic
plot types are archetypal themes that recur throughout every kind of storytelling. Your challenge as an instructional
designer is to choose the plot type that will be the best framework for your learning objectives.

Overcoming the Monster
The classic underdog story goes all the way back to David and Goliath. This plot type is a great option when
creating training for small businesses going up against established industry giants.

Rebirth
During the course of a rebirth plotline, an important event forces the main character to change his or her
ways, often making him or her a better person. A rebirth plot can be used for many soft skills or interpersonal relations training.

Quest
The Lord of the Rings is a classic example of a quest story, in which the protagonist and some companions
set out to acquire an important object or get somewhere, conquering obstacles as they go. This can be a
fun plot to use for many types of training, including sales training.

Journey and Return
Transformation through travel and homecoming—think The Chronicles of Narnia. You could use a journey
and return plotline to teach cultural sensitivity and diversity training or to teach safety techniques to study
abroad students.

Rags to Riches
In this familiar plot, the main character acquires money, prestige, and more. A classic example is Cinderella.
You could gamify this and have your character acquire more and more points as he or she advances through
a course.

Tragedy
Usually set in motion through a great mistake or major character flaw, a tragic plot evokes pity and sadness.
Tragedy should be used carefully in eLearning, but can be very impactful for workplace or personal safety
courses.

Comedy
Comedy is more than humor, which can be difficult to do well in eLearning without offending. A comedic
plot has a pattern where the conflict becomes more and more confusing, but is at last made plain in a single
clarifying event. This can be very engaging training if done well.
The next time you’re looking to incorporate storytelling into your eLearning development, use these seven plot
types as inspiration.
1

Christopher Booker. The Seven Basic Plots: Why We Tell Stories. 19 July 2016.

Get started with
eLearning storytelling
today.

Sign up for a free trial

Creating Memorable Training
With Stories
Andy Lockwood, Training Coordinator & Instructional Developer at
Auto-Owners Insurance
Most people think that storytelling involves a lot of

I have since moved on from working with associations

fantasy and drama. That it must be limited to the

to internal education for corporate associates, but

realms of fiction and fantasy, of bookstores and movie

the stigma is the same. Fun is apparently a four-letter

theaters. The common misconception, and main issue

word, but it doesn’t have to be. If I learned anything

with most eLearning, is that facts must be dry and

from my time on Sesame Street, it’s that education can

uninteresting. There is no commandment that states

be entertaining—and might actually be better at its job

this. In fact, I believe it is the duty of all instructors,

when it is.

developers, and designers to work against this stigma.
Not everyone agrees, but some people enjoy the
I started my instructional journey in a small office

insurance industry—or banking, or accounting. To each

focused on education technology for government

their own—not everyone finds NASCAR exciting either.

level associations. These associations were spending

But from the instructional side, you’d almost have to

too much on face-to-face training and wanted to cut

try instructing lessons at 200 miles an hour to make

costs by utilizing eLearning. In short, they wanted the

pages of legal insurance agreements interesting if you

face-to-face presentation to be put online. As you can

leave it to just the text.

imagine, what came of that was bland, and not very
memorable.
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Unfortunately, my department budget won’t cover a

policy that was explained in the previous video. The

high performance racecar. Instead, I try to walk the user

activity, much like a scavenger hunt, puts responsibility

through a story, to make them part of the adventure—

on the user’s shoulders, investing him or her in the

even if that “adventure” is just figuring out what is or is

activity and giving the user a practical, real world

not covered by a policy.

scenario to explore.

One such course, we start out with a narrated video,
highlighting certain areas of the insurance policy being
taught. Is it edge-of-your-seat entertainment? No. Is
the narrator passionate and enthusiastic? Absolutely.
Passion, like optimism, is infectious. If you can get
people excited about the lesson, learning comes
a lot easier. After the instructional video, they find
themselves on a page with the Narrator. The Narrator
explains that someone broke into the construction
site and caused plenty of damage. The user’s job is to

Construction site training activity

explore the site, determining what is covered under the
Such scenarios not only have a one-time application,
but in the case of similar policies, a repeatable scenario
can reinforce checking the policy before assuming.
Perhaps in policy 16A, damage to the construction
fencing is covered, but in 19B, construction fencing
is not covered because it is a temporary structure.
Activities in a closed environment help reinforce good
practices before they are put in a real-life situation.
Good storytelling keeps your message both in focus
and in your audience’s mind.
Sometimes, you find yourself in a situation where it is
really more about instruction than the story. Perhaps,
as it was for me, a case of instructing learners in proper
business writing—including the basics of grammar. In
such situations, you have two paths to choose from:
you can choose to be typical and report the facts, or
you can attempt to engage and entertain in a new and
potentially risky way. To be clear, the only real downside
to the first method is that you risk your learner. There
is nothing wrong with clear, thorough instruction when
your learners follow it and do well by it. But if your
instruction does not engage your learners, what is the
point? If it does not grab their attention, it is possible
that they will not learn from it at all. Because the user
should be at the focus of our instruction, I often find
myself heeding the words of Robert Frost and taking
the road less travelled.
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So in trying to instruct learners on age-old rules of

The story is yours to tell how you want—or how you

punctuation and grammar, try as we might, one long

can. You can put in your time and get the job done, or

story didn’t work. Instead, we told a number of smaller

you can incite emotion and tell a story that your users

stories, utilizing a number of narrators to help entertain

respond to. In the end, learning strategies, like a good

while instructing on different subjects. Using solid

story, come down to how well you want your lessons

instruction combined with animation and narration, we

to be remembered.

reinforced the instruction with activities that both told
a story and made the learner reflect on the lessons.
One of these activities was the Punctuation Train:

Punctuation Train activity
The Punctuation Train chugs forward across the
country, each example utilizing a different backdrop,
toward its destination. Each “stop” is a new example
that shows how to separate two sides of a statement.
Is a comma used here—or perhaps a semicolon? If you
choose properly, the train signals its thanks and moves
on to the next stop. Choose poorly and the engine
leaves its car behind.
Of all the activities and story elements we included
in this course, the Punctuation Train was the best
received. Not only were people entertained by the
simple yet effective game, but they also responded to
the train itself. On a wrong answer, there is a clatter
of machine parts and—if you can suspend disbelief—a
sad toot of the train horn. In the feedback from beta
tests, more than one tester felt bad for “breaking” the
train. While we didn’t set out to make anyone feel bad
getting a wrong answer, it does make learners think
harder about their responses.
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“When you
write a story,
you’re telling
yourself the
story. When
you rewrite,
your main job
is taking out
all the things
that are not
the story.”
– Stephen King

The Story Arc: Tips on
Using This Classic Model
for eLearning
Jennifer Valley, Trivantis

A strong story arc can contribute to a successful eLearning story. This creates a
narrative where the learner is introduced to a character, an obstacle occurs, and
a resolution must be found. The story arc is used across television, books, video
games, and movies to create tension and the feeling that the audience knows and
can relate to each character. This is also true for a learner taking a training course.
The more your audience is able to relate to the character, the easier it will be to
apply the information to a real-life scenario in the future.

“Storytelling is
about two things;
it’s about character
and plot.”
– George Lucas

STORY ARC

Climax
Create the turning point.
Rising Action - Add events relating to the
obstacle. Introduce supporting characters
or antagonist to advance the story.

Obstacle – Present
a challenge that the
character (and learner)
must overcome.

Introduction –
Introduce the main
character and
background info.

Falling Action – Reveal any
additional details.

Resolution – Share
the final outcome,
plus lessons
learned by the
character (and
learner).

Introduction
The easiest way to introduce a character is to include an image. This image should represent what a person looks
like based on the story you’re telling. For example, a medical course about a nurse wouldn’t have someone in a
business suit as the main character. If an image can’t be added, then create a descriptive introduction that gives the
learner an idea of who this person is and where this story takes place.
This brings up another good point! Include background or supportive images to also introduce the location if it
plays a big part in the story. Again, a nurse wouldn’t be having a conversation about phlebotomy in an elementary
classroom, so make sure the images used support your story. Sometimes the background can be too distracting. If
the image is needed for context but isn’t the main focus of the story, you can always add a blur, opacity, or make
the image black and white to show it’s not a key element to the story.

Obstacle
The most important rule of using storytelling in eLearning is that the obstacle must be realistic. During the planning
phase, you should ask stakeholders for specific examples of when a situation is done incorrectly. Take down witness
statements, pull up past emails, or use telephone transcriptions to analyze what went wrong and why. Then mimic
the situation, so it resembles a plausible and realistic situation. A learner should never have to ask the question
“Could this really happen to me?” if the obstacle is realistic enough.

Resolution
Just like the obstacle, the resolution should be realistic as well. You can use the same methods of investigation (ask
stakeholders or subject matter experts) to find an example of work done right. Make sure the learner understands
why the resolution was acceptable and how to replicate it on the job. Real-life applications of the scenario are key
takeaways in the course—be sure to focus on these.

Multiple Characters
A great way to excel at storytelling is by determining a protagonist and antagonist when multiple characters are
introduced. While some situations can be one-sided, like making internal decisions, other situations, like dialogue
and customer exchange, should include more than one character.
The protagonist, or “good guy,” should always be your main focus. His or her backstory should be more detailed,
and the audience should sympathize or relate to the obstacle and resolution. The antagonist, or “bad guy,” should be
vague enough that your learner’s attention isn’t directly focused on him, but he should be detailed enough to add
to the story. The way the antagonist’s interaction in the course is perceived should be done with direct intentions.
Play around with the words being used or change expressions on the characters’ faces during pivotal moments in
the exchange to sway the learner’s emotions. For example, if the course is about sexual harassment, your audience
should feel your antagonist has done something wrong to your main character.
This example is just one way to use the story arc in an eLearning course. The story arc is a classic storytelling model,
but because each training situation is unique, your course may use a slightly different shaped arc. By following
these main plot markers—along with your subject matter expert’s expertise—you too can create a story that puts
the learner in the main character’s shoes and prepared to tackle that obstacle successfully in a real-life scenario at
work.
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Discover a whole library of characters
for your training.
When you choose Lectora Inspire, you also get the built-in eLearning
Brothers Cutout People Library.

Try It Free

Setting the Right Tone
Stephanie Ivec, Trivantis

If I told you I was furious with you, but was giggling like a schoolgirl at prom while I said it, would you
believe me?
Of course you wouldn’t. My tone says just as much—or more—as my words do. When creating a story
for your learners, you need to choose the right tone in order to make it believable—and thus engaging.
Choose the wrong tone, and you’ll be lucky if your learners make it through your course without
rolling their eyes or falling asleep.

Follow the steps on the next page to evaluate
the factors behind your ideal story tone.
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1.

DETERMINE YOUR
DEMOGRAPHIC
You might find that a younger audience is more willing to
entertain a story with a fantasy tone than a group of seasoned
office workers would be.

2.

IDENTIFY LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Trying to drive behavior change? Use an energetic, encouraging tone. Stories
centered around a main hero character—or with the learner as the hero—work
well here.
Teaching information or processes? Use straightforward, plain speech.
Emphasizing safety skills? Keep it serious. This isn’t the time for cracking jokes.

REMEMBER YOUR BRAND
IMAGE

Expert

4.

Authoritative

Fun

CHOOSE DELIVERY
METHOD

3.
Casual

More storytelling tips ahead—keep reading this eBook to
learn about character development, creating a narrator
guide, and setting the right tone in your training.
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Developing Your eLearning
Characters
Jennifer Valley, Trivantis

A key point in creating a story is the main character you use. This person acts as a visual, mental, emotional,
and moral reference point for the audience to associate with. When creating an eLearning course that utilizes
storytelling, you should select main characters who demonstrate what your company considers to be acceptable
and profitable behavior. For example, if your company values the customer experience, your character should go
above and beyond to please the customer.

Character Development
As your character’s actions progress along the story arc (discussed in “The Story Arc: Tips on Using This Classic
Model for eLearning”), he or she should go through a visible change and relate to the audience. This is commonly
referred to as a character arc and happens while the story is told. There are multiple ways to develop a character,
but let’s briefly discuss five.

Flat Versus Round
A flat character is one that is described as one-dimensional. This type of character isn’t developed and is
relatively uncomplicated. This type is best used for supporting or unseen characters. In contrast, a round
character is one that is two-dimensional and complex. Round characters undergo heavy development and
changes and are best used as focal characters.

Static Versus Dynamic
Similar to a flat character, a static character undergoes no changes throughout the story. A static character is
best used to show a “bad” employee or unfazed customer. A dynamic character (like a round character) is one
who changes throughout the story. This is best used to show changes in your focal character.

Moral
A moral character is one whose development through the story primarily focuses on a moral change. This
can be either negative or positive. Changes throughout the course are used to show emotions like empathy,
courage, honesty, or loyalty. This type of character development is especially useful in ethics courses or ones
in which the moral thread of the audience needs to be affected.
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Character Types
While there are many character types that a writer may use in a story, four main types are especially useful in
eLearning.

Protagonist, Focal, or Main
The protagonist, or “good guy,” also called the focal, or main character, is the one who the story is about.
Character development is primarily focused on this particular person. This character also is directly affected by
the progression of the story arc, so the audience should sympathize or relate to the obstacle and resolution.

Supporting
A supporting character is one who is not the focus of the story but directly interacts with the focal character.
This person can have a round or dynamic development but his or her primary focus is to help the focal character
through the story arc.

Antagonist
The antagonist, or “bad guy,” should be vague enough that attention isn’t directly focused but detailed enough
to add to the story. The way his or her interaction in the course is perceived should be done with direct
intentions.

Unseen
An unseen character is one who is referenced in the story but is never directly seen or heard from in the story.
This person can be mentioned in conversation or appear through written conversation or reference.
By using multiple characters like these in your eLearning course, you can give your story the depth it needs to be
realistic. As a result, learners who take your course will be able to better replicate the task or behavior being taught
when they’re working

“If you can dream it,
you can do it.”
– Walt Disney
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Using a Guide Character in Your
Online Course
John Mortenson, Online Learning Manager for The Fresh Market with over 10 years of
online course development experience and cartoonist

Storytelling and Learning
People have been using stories as a way to teach learners since ancient times, and for good reason.
Stories are memorable. Stories effectively illustrate a point. Stories provide context to raw information.
And a good story is addictive… listeners are motivated to see a story through to the end, to find out what
happens. We humans are simply hardwired to understand stories. That is why Greek mythology, fables, and
even the Bible all use stories to teach cultural values, morals, and ideas.
Stories can be a powerful way to teach, so why not leverage storytelling in YOUR online courses?

The Virtual GUIDE
In face-to-face training classes, the instructor is the student’s GUIDE—a mentor figure who shepherds the
student through the material. During the class, a good instructor develops a relationship with the student
through different types of interactions:
Presenting information
Asking the student questions
Challenging the student to complete a task
Providing feedback and encouragement
Offering humor
In an online course, you often do not HAVE a live instructor, which can leave students feeling a little lonely
and less motivated. A virtual GUIDE character can act as a mentor figure so that the student isn’t lonely,
but they can also be much more.
A virtual GUIDE is less restricted— these characters can have amazing juggling skills, magical powers, or the
ability to travel through time, or they might just be quirky. You can make your GUIDE whatever you want
him or her to be… President of the United States, an elf, a robot, a talking dog, a unicorn, a germ, and so on.
Best of all, the VIRTUAL GUIDE can break the fourth wall of storytelling: instead of simply watching the
story from a distance (like a movie), the GUIDE can bring the learner directly into the unfolding narrative.
This kind of engagement motivates students to see the story—and your online course—through to the end.
As an instructional designer, cartoonist, and illustrator, I have created several different virtual GUIDES for
online courses. In this chapter, I will cover:
How to approach creating a GUIDE
How to make your GUIDE memorable and interesting
How to make a GUIDE come alive
Ready to begin?
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How do I come up with a GUIDE?
If you’re thinking about having a GUIDE in your course, your first questions might be: “How on earth do
I come up with the GUIDE? What kind of creature should it be? What should he or she be like?”
There’s no exact science to creating a GUIDE, but I can share the guidelines I follow. (See what I did
there? Wordplay!)

A GUIDE needs to have a natural connection to the course content.
There needs to be a plausible reason why this character is your GUIDE.
For example, if it is a course about cooking, perhaps the GUIDE is a chef. If it is a course about the
forestry, perhaps the GUIDE is a park ranger. So, ask yourself these questions: “What natural connection
does your GUIDE have to your topic? Why would he or she be knowledgeable about it?”

A GUIDE needs to have a natural connection to the course content.
If you want a course to be engaging, an interesting GUIDE is better than a boring one, but “interesting”
can be subjective. Here are some specific recommendations on to how to make your GUIDE interesting.

A GUIDE needs to be interesting.
If you want a course to be engaging, an interesting GUIDE is better than a boring one, but “interesting”
can be subjective. Here are some specific recommendations on to how to make your GUIDE interesting.

Give your GUIDE a distinct personality and voice.
An interesting GUIDE has a unique personality and career. For example, your guide might be a hard
charging, no-nonsense drill instructor. Or maybe your GUIDE is a Buddha-like chef. Each of these
GUIDES will have his or her own way of saying things… the language, dialect, and word choice will be
unique to each one’s personality.

Give your GUIDE a backstory.
A backstory is a fictional history you invent for the GUIDE. Understanding a GUIDE’s personality and
voice is easier if you know his or her backstory. Where is he originally from? What is his job? What
happened to make the GUIDE the way he is? You don’t necessarily have to fill in ALL of the details, but
the more you “know” about your GUIDE, the more the details help flesh him out as a living character.
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Your GUIDE doesn’t have to be “nice” all of the time.
Most interesting characters are not sweet and kind at all times. Don’t be afraid to let the GUIDE get frustrated
with the learner from time to time (in keeping with the personality you have created).
For example, who will get more quickly frustrated—the Drill Sergeant or the Buddha Chef?
I’ll just mention that you want to be careful with negativity—you do not want the student to despise the GUIDE.

Don’t limit your GUIDES to humans.
Although I mentioned the example of a chef and drill instructor, you don’t need to limit yourself to authority
figures or humans, even.
For example, let’s say you are making a course about feeding cats. Perhaps your first idea for a GUIDE is a
veterinarian. But what if the instructor were a cat himself? Or maybe a bird in a cage? The bird might be a keen
observer of cats because he watches them carefully ALL DAY LONG for fear of being eaten. Or perhaps the
GUIDE is a dog, who might offer a humorous (if misinformed) perspective. Or the guide could be an erudite
FLEA from London. All of these choices are a little more interesting than a simple human GUIDE.

A Few GUIDE Examples
Mr. DNA - Jurassic Park
If you saw the first “Jurassic Park” movie, you probably remember Mr. DNA, a GUIDE in a film that is shown in
the visitor center at Jurassic Park. Mr. DNA explains how scientists use DNA extracted from mosquitos trapped
in amber to re-create Jurassic Park’s dinosaurs. It is remarkable how quickly and easily Mr. DNA was able to
explain a complex scientific process in a 2-minute segment in an entertaining way.
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A Few GUIDE Examples
VirGL - Geography 103
VirGL, which stands for Virtual Geography Laboratory, is the name of the GUIDE I developed for a GEOGRAPHY
course at UNC Greensboro. Students would sit in the cockpit of VirGL, a sentient space pod, as VirGL flew
through the atmosphere and into outer space, or dived to the deepest parts of the ocean, or burrowed into
molten rock. These abilities were not just for show; they enabled students to observe geographical phenomenon
“firsthand.” VirGL was even able to travel through time, which enabled the learner to see the results of geological
processes that take thousands of years. Part of VirGL’s backstory is that he was sent from the future to help
today’s students understand geology and climate to prevent a future geological catastrophe.
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Multiple GUIDES - Kinesiology 220
In Kinesiology 220, there are a number of GUIDES that interact with students throughout
the course. One of the reasons for including multiple GUIDES was to demonstrate that
fitness might look different for people with different sizes, shapes, ages, and body types.
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Be a master
storyteller.
Make your training come to life with Lectora
Inspire.
Build mobile-ready courses faster with Responsive
Course Design™ (RCD)
Create characters and guides with the eLearning
Brothers Assets
Edit images and videos with Snagit® and Camtasia®

Try It Free
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Master Cannoli - Bakery Production
Tool Course
Master Cannoli is the instructor for the Bakery
Production Tool course. He is a cross between
Buddha and Chef Boyardee, very animated and
energetic.

Officer Shirley - Food Safety Basic Training Course
Officer Constance Shirley is the head instructor at the Food Safety Academy where she teaches employees
how to prevent food-borne illnesses. She is a straight shooter and can be very serious at times. She is part drill
sergeant, part Driver’s Ed instructor.
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TIP: You may notice some of my GUIDES are short in stature. I find that short GUIDES take up less real estate onscreen.

Key Poses for Your Guide
When you are creating your GUIDE, there are a few standard poses that you’ll want to use often.

Greeting pose,
used for welcoming
the student to the
course

Basic pose,
the default pose for
presenting basic
information

Happy pose,
used when the user
gets a question
correct

Angry pose,
used when the
learner gets a
question wrong

Pointing pose,
used for indicating
something onscreen

Well done pose,
used for a major
accomplishment

Sympathy pose,
used when the
student fails, but
doesn’t need to be
scolded

Here are 5 more advanced poses that can be useful.

Sage pose,
used when sharing
wisdom (same as
basic pose but with
pointing finger)

Not so sure pose,
used when the
student is not
entirely correct

Smirky pose,
used when GUIDE
has something up
his sleeve
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How do I create a GUIDE if I’m not an artist?
Okay, at this point you may be thinking, “Wait, I don’t have mad art skillz. How can I make a GUIDE?”

Hire a freelance artist.
They need the work. Trust me, I used to be one.

Find a GUIDE already created.
You can search libraries in Lectora or from a company like eLearning Brothers or GoAnimate.

Try drawing it yourself.
No really. You might surprise yourself. It just takes practice to get a guide right.

Be creative.
Creativity can always overcome mediocre art skills.
For example, if you can’t draw, maybe your course GUIDE is trapped in a box for some compelling reason (backstory!)
and all you can see are his eyes. That doesn’t require a lot of drawing.

You could take a bunch of photos of a Troll doll, or a high school
football trophy… lots of inanimate objects could be GUIDES if you
give them personalities. Don’t fence yourself in. Get creative!
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How to Make Your Guide Come Alive
The final thing we’ll discuss is how to make your GUIDE character “come alive” and feel like a real presence in your
course.

Have your GUIDE refer to the student by name.
One way to make the GUIDE’s interactions with the student more personal is to address the student by name.
With Lectora, you can use the Change Contents action to replace text in a textbox with a variable that inserts the
student’s first name.

It takes a little extra work, but it’s worth it. If you use it once at the beginning, don’t forget to refer to the student’s
name again from time to time.

Enable students to customize their names.
You know, some students may not necessarily GO by
their first name. Why not give students the chance to
CUSTOMIZE the name the GUIDE calls them? Students
might appreciate that EVEN MORE than being called by
their given name.
In the Bakery course, I enabled students to customize
what Master Cannoli called them by creating a new
variable in Lectora called “stuName.” I added a text entry field where the student enters desired name. When the
student clicked Set name, the variable <stuName> was modified to be equal to whatever was in the box. And
from then on, I used the <stuName> variable whenever Cannoli referred to the student. the variable <stuName>
was modified to be equal to whatever was in the box. And from then on, I used the <stuName> variable whenever
Cannoli referred to the student.
If you enable students to customize their name, you might want to keep the option open to change it. Being called
“Stanky Butt” might’ve been funny at first, but it may get old after a while.
I should note that you can only use this technique in courses that don’t contain audio narration. But with sequentially
appearing word balloons, I have found that I don’t always need narration.
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Small changes in pose can animate
your GUIDE.
When you are creating different poses, they don’t
need to be wildly different to convey a different
feeling. Small changes in expression can make a
character sad, serious, happy, or angry. Best of all, it
doesn’t require redrawing the entire character. I use
Photoshop to make slight modifications to a basic
pose, which gives me much more mileage out of
each drawing.

Finger up
Basic pose

when he’s

Now he’s

making a

serious

point

Officer Shirley: An Economy of Drawings
How do you make small variations on a single pose?
While this isn’t a book about Photoshop techniques, I’ll
show you a little bit of my process.
When I created Officer Shirley in Photoshop, I gave her
one main body, and in the layers above, many variations
for her mouth, eyes, and arms (later on, I added a
head turn). Then I can create many combinations
of expressions. I switch around as few components
as necessary to create the different poses and
attitudes. (You’ll notice that her feet and torso never
change position.) In the end, Shirley is really just one
drawing with many variations. If you find one image
to start from, you might also try making variations in
expression.
Basic pose
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Changed

New arm,

mouth, eyes

eyes, and

and arm

mouth

Want to animate? Use an image sequence.
You don’t need to create frame-by-frame animation to make your GUIDE come alive. You can use a sequence
of different poses to suggest movement, and the student’s mind will fill in the gaps. Using an image sequence is
much less work than full-on animation, but it can add a lot of vitality.
For example, on the cover page of the Bakery course, Master Cannoli does the following sequence:

First, Cannoli 1 flies

Fade out Cannoli 1;

Fade out Cannoli 2; fade

Fade out Cannoli 3; fade

in from LEFT to right

fade in Cannoli 2 where

in Cannoli 3 where he

in Cannoli 4, who then

across the screen.

he waves “hi” to the

gets ready to run off.

student.

flies off screen left
(note—this a reflection of Cannoli 1).

There’s the time where Cannoli stops to write on the chalkboard…

First, Cannoli thinks
about what to write.

Fade out Cannoli 1; fade in
Cannoli 2 where he is writing.
Add sound of chalk writing
on chalkboard. Also fade in
new chalkboard (with orange
writing) in front of
old chalkboard.

3 seconds later, fade out
Cannoli 2; fade in
Cannoli 3. Ta-da!

I’ve actually had students who took this course tell me they remember Cannoli was animated frame by frame. He
wasn’t—he just “felt” like that he was because he had enough movement to suggest he was alive.
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In closing…
I hope you find these tips useful. I find that GUIDES
can really add a high level of engagement to an
online course. So, to summarize…
Make your GUIDES interesting—not just conventional
authority figures, but unusual characters with backstories
When coming up with images, art skills are great, but your
biggest asset is creativity
Program your GUIDE to have personalized interactions with
the student
Use a sequence of still poses to make your GUIDE come
alive

“Tell me the facts
and I’ll learn.
Tell me the truth
and I’ll believe.
But tell me a
story and it will
live in my heart
forever.”

Best of luck to you and your new GUIDE!

– Native American Proverb

A Storytelling
Checklist
Trivantis, based on original content
by Rick Zanotti of RELATE
Want to try storytelling in your eLearning? Print this checklist inspired by tips
from master storyteller and industry leader Rick Zanotti, and keep it by your
desk to keep you on track.

I have successfully determined my story type (vignettes,
micro-learning, scenarios, short stories, epics, or gamification).
I have kept my story simple enough to be focused on the training
objectives.
My story is kept in context and is relevant to the training.
My story is NOT the goal, but helps to achieve the training goal.
The story is designed to spark emotion with learners.
My eLearning team has reviewed my story and provided feedback.

Notes:

Trivantis.com

Conclusion
Thanks for reading this eBook! For more great eLearning content or to sign up for a free trial,
check out Trivantis.com.
The Trivantis team would also like to thank our contributing authors for sharing their storytelling
knowledge and experience for this eBook.
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